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Abstract
Objective: Precise assessment of spinal instability is critical before and after radiotherapy (RT) for evaluating the effectiveness of
RT. Therefore, we retrospectively evaluated the efficacy of RT in spinal instability over a period of 6 months after RT, utilizing
the spinal instability neoplastic score (SINS) in patients with painful spinal metastasis. We retrospectively evaluated 108 patients
who received RT for painful vertebral metastasis in our institution. Mechanical pain at metastatic vertebrae, radiological
responses of irradiated vertebrae, and spinal instability were assessed. Follow-up assessments were done at the start of and at
intervals of 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 months after RT, with the pain disappearing in 67%, 85%, 93%, 97%, and 100% of the patients,
respectively. The median SINS were 8, 6, 6, 5, 5, and 4 at the beginning and after 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 months of RT, respectively.
Multivariate analysis revealed that posterolateral involvement of spinal elements (PLISE) was the only risk factor for continuous
potentially unstable/unstable spine at 1 month. In conclusion, there was improvement of pain, and recalcification results in
regaining spinal stability over time after RT although vertebral body collapse and malalignment occur in some irradiated
vertebrae. Clinicians should pay attention to PLISE in predicting continuous potentially unstable/unstable spine.
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Introduction

It has been reported that 60%–70% of patients with advanced
cancer have spinal metastasis.1,2 Spinal metastases are most
common in breast, lung, and prostate cancers.3 Brihaye et al.
reported that symptomatic spine metastases arose in 16.5%,
15.6%, and 9.2% of patients with breast cancer, lung cancer,
and prostate cancer, respectively.4 The number of patients with
spinal metastasis is expected to increase as the advancement of
cancer treatment improves the survival of patients. As bone
metastasis progresses and the vertebral bodies and arches
become more destroyed, vertebral body fractures occur.1,2 In
addition, the enlarged tumor invades the spinal canal and
compresses the spinal cord in an oncological phenomenon
called malignant spinal cord compression. As a result, pain

and paralysis appear and the patient’s quality of life
decreases.5,6 In addition, when performance status decreases,
chemotherapy may not be available, which negatively affects
the prognosis. The goals of the treatment for patients with
spine metastases are palliative, including preservation of
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neurologic function, maintenance of spinal stability, local
tumor control, and improved quality of life. The treatment
modalities include radiotherapy (RT), surgery, bone modi-
fying agents (BMAs), thermal ablation techniques, and
radiopharmaceuticals.5,6 Recently, minimally invasive spine
stabilization using percutaneous pedicle screws and stereo-
tactic radiosurgery have been developed for the management
of spinal metastasis.7,8 BMAs include zoledronic acid, a bi-
sphosphonate, and denosumab, a monoclonal antibody di-
rected against the receptor activator of nuclear factor kappa-B
ligand. They have been shown to decrease and delay the
occurrence of skeletal-related events in metastatic solid tu-
mors and are approved in many countries.9,10 These options
are selected as the multidisciplinary approach in consideration
of the prognosis and performance status of the patients.

In the treatment of spinal metastasis, it is important to
assess spinal instability to choose the most ideal treatment
regimen. A review of the literature shows that the predictors of
spinal instability include spine location, tumor size, bone
quality (BQ), and spinal deformity.11,12 There are some studies
which tried to evaluate spinal instability.13,14 However, there
are no studies which used validated assessment tools for
precise evaluation and classification of spinal instability. In
2010, the Spinal Oncology Study Group formalized the spinal
instability neoplastic score (SINS) to assess spinal instabil-
ity.15 SINS was developed to help physicians to investigate
more precise spinal instability.15 It has been reported to im-
prove communication within a multidisciplinary team and
facilitate appropriate referrals between different medical
specialists (oncologists, radiologists, and spine surgeons),
which enables to implement prompt and appropriate
treatment.16,17 SINS was also proved to be a reliable tool for
predicting adverse events related to RT for spinal
metastasis.15,18-20 In 2013, the American Academy of Or-
thopedic Surgeons introduced SINS as a classification system
of spinal instability in an instructional course lecture for
general practitioners.21 The SINS assesses spinal instability by
a sum of 6 component scores: spine location, pain, BQ, ra-
diographic alignment, vertebral body collapse (VBC), and
posterolateral involvement of spinal elements (PLISE). Since
its introduction, many authors have reported the usefulness of
diagnosing spinal instability and the value of pretreatment
SINS to predict pain response, as well as the need for post-RT
irradiation.15,18-20 Furthermore, its usefulness in predicting the
development of VBC after RT in spinal metastasis has been
demonstrated in a meta-analysis and systematic review.22,23

Although percutaneous minimally invasive techniques
have developed for spinal metastasis, conservative treatment
with RT is the most common treatment for it. It is known that
bone formation appears after RT even in lesions that were
osteolytic at RT. This reparative process is called re-
ossification.24-26 However, no studies have evaluated spinal
instability over time after RT. Therefore, we evaluated spinal
instability over a period of 6 months after RT, utilizing the
SINS in patients with painful spinal metastasis without

paralysis. We also examined their risk factors for continuous
spinal instability. We hypothesized that stability would be
achieved over time by the improvement of pain and bone
formation.

Patients and Methods

Inclusion Criteria

We retrospectively evaluated the file records of patients who
received RT for palliation of painful vertebral bone metastasis
without paralysis in our institution between July 2012 and
June 2016. We excluded patients who had received previous
surgery or RT to the same irradiated vertebrae, as well as those
who had metastatic recurrence in the same irradiated verte-
brae, clinical malignant spinal cord compression, sacral le-
sions, and those who were followed-up for less than 1 month.
Thus, 108 patients (56 men and 52 women) were included in
this study (Figure 1). Their median age was 66 years (range,
30-91 years). The primary tumor sites were lung (39), breast
(20), prostate (15), colorectum (12), stomach (7), liver (4),
pancreas (3), and others (8). The locations were the cervical
spine (10), thoracic spine (49), and lumbar spine (49).

Treatment

Our treatment policy was to perform RT normally in the
absence of paralysis and to add surgery in cases of pain or
spinal instability that were difficult to control. In addition, if
paralysis appeared, decompression would be performed ur-
gently. In this study, the target included patients without
paralysis. All patients underwent conventional RT.27 The
choice of RT treatment regimen dose fractionation was de-
termined by the treating radiation oncologist. RT was per-
formed with 6- to 10-MV X-ray of linear accelerators, and the
doses of the target volumes were prescribed to be ≥90% of the
EBRT dose, in principle. The biologically effective dose
(BED) was calculated to compare the various fractionated
schedules. The BED10 (BED calculated using an α/β of 10 Gy)
was calculated by nd (1 + d/(α/β)), where d is the fraction dose,
n is the number of fractions, and α/β is 10 Gy. RT of BED10

(fraction schedules) were as follows: 14.4 Gy (1 × 8 Gy) in
1 patient, 30.0 Gy (=4 × 5 Gy) in 14 patients, 35.1 Gy (=9 ×
3 Gy) in 1 patient, 39 Gy (=10 × 3 Gy) in 80 patients, 46.8 Gy
(=12 × 3 Gy) in 2 patients, and 56 Gy (=10 × 4 Gy) in
10 patients. Systemic anticancer agents (endocrine therapy,
molecular targeted therapy, and cytotoxic chemotherapy) were
administered to 70 patients (65%) after RT. All patients were
treated conservatively, with bracing in patients with spinal
instability.

Pain Assessment

We evaluated the pain at the time of movement (mechanical
pain) at metastatic vertebrae using the numerical rating scale
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(NRS), which is validated and recommended by International
Bone Metastases Consensus Working Party guidelines.28,29

This patient-based assessment tool evaluates the pain intensity
on a scale of 0 (no pain) to 10 (worst pain). We assessed pain
over time, at the beginning of RTand at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 months
after RT.30

Radiological Assessment

The status of the vertebral bone was evaluated by computed
tomography (CT) (Aquilion, Canon) at 120 kV and a slice
thickness of 5 mm. All images were viewed with routine bone
window settings (window level 200HU, window width
2000HU) with axial, coronal, and sagittal planes. We evalu-
ated the individual component scores of SINS: spine location,
BQ, VBC, radiographic alignment, and PLISE.

We performed radiological evaluations over time, at the
beginning of RT and at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 months after RT. BQ
was classified into 3 categories for the evaluation of SINS;
lytic, mixed, or blastic. Radiological responses of irradiated
vertebrae with lytic and mixed lesions after RT were assessed
as follows; blastic change was defined as the complete fill-in
or sclerosis of an initially lytic or mixed lesion and mixed
change was defined as the development of a sclerotic rim or
partial fill-in or sclerosis of an initially lytic lesion.31 VBC was
defined as a reduction in the vertebral body height compared to
the height of the upper and lower vertebral bodies. The degree
of collapse was scored as 3 (> 50% collapse), 2 (< 50%
collapse), 1 (no collapse with >50% body involved), or 0
(none of the above) based on the SINS criteria.15

Assessment of Spinal Instability

For assessing spinal instability, we used a reliable and vali-
dated tool, SINS. Its usefulness in the diagnosis of spinal

instability, the value of predicting pain response, and the need
for post-RT irradiation has been reported by many authors. Its
excellent intra- and inter-observer reliability for evaluating
instability of spinal metastasis was reported in a systematic
review and meta-analysis.14-16 The SINS assesses spinal in-
stability by a sum of 6 components scores: 1 clinical com-
ponent (pain) and 5 radiographic components (spine location,
pain, BQ, radiographic alignment, VBC, and PLISE)
(Table 1).15 In this scoring system, the minimum score is 0,
and the maximum is 18. The total score is divided in 3 cat-
egories of stability: stable (0-6 points), potentially unstable (7-
12 points), and unstable (13-18 points). In this study, we
divided the total score in 2 categories: stable spine (< 7) and
potentially unstable/unstable spine (≥7). SINS was indepen-
dently evaluated by 2 experienced observers (EN and HK),
and consensus was reached by discussion to determine the
final score when scores differed.

Statistical Analysis

Overall survival (OS) of patients with stable spine (SINS <7)
or potentially unstable/unstable spine (SINS ≥7) at the be-
ginning of RT was evaluated by Kaplan-Meier method.

Clinical data were assessed to evaluate the risk factors for
spinal instability at 1 month after RT in patients with po-
tentially unstable/unstable spine (SINS ≥7) at the time of the
RT, including the following: age, gender, primary cancer site,
radiation site, chemotherapy after RT, BMAs (denosumab or
zoledronic acid), RTof BED10, NRS, and some components of
the SINS (BQ, radiographic spinal alignment, VBC, and
PLISE).

Univariate analysis was performed using chi-square test
and multivariate analysis was performed using logistic re-
gression. For all analyses, associations were considered sig-
nificant if the associated P value was <.05. All statistical

Figure 1. Schematic diagram showing inclusion criteria for the present study. Note. We retrospectively evaluated the file records of patients
who received RT for palliation of painful vertebral bone metastasis without paralysis in our institution between July 2012 and June 2016.We
excluded patients who had received previous surgery or RT to the same irradiated vertebrae, as well as those who had metastatic recurrence
in the same irradiated vertebrae, clinical malignant spinal cord compression, sacral lesions, and those who were followed-up for less than
1 month. Thus, 108 patients were included in this study.
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analyses were performed with the statistical computing
software BellCurve for Excel (Social Survey Research In-
formation Co., Tokyo, Japan). Regression analysis was ad-
ditionally performed for the continuous variables. The
reporting of this study conforms to STROBE guidelines.32

Results

Tumor Control in the Irradiated Vertebra

Recurrence of the spinal metastases in the same irradiated
vertebra occurred in 7 patients (6%). Median time to re-
treatment was 8 months (range 3-24 months); 3 patients within
6 months and 4 patients after 6 months of RT. The primary
tumors were 3 patients with colon cancer, and 1 each with
gastric cancer, breast cancer, pancreatic cancer, and Paget
disease. Five patients received re-irradiation and 1 patient
received laminectomy.

Among patients with recurrence of spinal metastases within
6 months after RT, 1 patient with colorectal cancer achieved no
pain at 1 month, but it appeared at 3 months. Although
temporary improvement of pain was achieved with re-

irradiation, increase of pain was noted with the occurrence
of paralysis 5 months after the first RT. In the other patient with
colorectal cancer, neurological pain was noted in the femur
without pain in the irradiated vertebra at 3 months by tumor
regrowth, which stopped temporarily with reirradiation. In the
patient with gastric cancer, neurological pain was noted in the
right buttock without pain in the irradiated vertebra at
4 months, which disappeared by re-irradiation.

Overall Survival

Among the patients, 44 patient had dead during 6 months and
11 patients had lost 1 month after RT due to the difficulty of
evaluation by their worse general condition. The number of
evaluated patients was 108, 84, 70, 59, and 46 at 1, 2, 3, 4, and
6 months, respectively. At 3 and 6 months after RT, the OS
rates were 75% and 57%, respectively (Figure 2(A)). At 3 and
6 months after RT, the OS rates were 89% and 82% in patients
with stable spine and 72% and 52% in patients with unstable
spine, respectively (Figure 2(B)). There was no association
between the OS and SINS (stable spine [< 7] or unstable spine
[≥7]) (P = .74).

Pain Response

At each of 1 to 6 months, pain disappeared in 72 (67%), 71
(85%), 65 (93%), 57 (97%), and 46 (100%) of patients.
Median NRS scores were 5 before RTand 0, 0, 0, 0, and 0 at 1,
2, 3, 4, and 6 months, respectively, representing a significant
decrease over time (P < .001). None of the patients had pain
which was difficult to control by means of conservative
treatment, and none of the patients required surgery.

Radiological Assessment

At the beginning of RT, 42, 46, and 20 patients had lytic,
mixed, and blastic lesions, respectively (Table 2). The
number of patients with lytic lesion was 36, 18, 4, 3, and
2 at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 months, respectively. The number of
patients with mixed lesion was 50, 40, 37, 28, and 12 at 1,
2, 3, 4, and 6 months, respectively. The number of patients
with blastic lesion was 22, 26, 29, 28, and 32 at 1, 2, 3, 4,
and 6 months, respectively. The rates of achievement of
blastic change were 0%, 0%, 13%, 22%, and 43% in pa-
tients with lytic lesion and 4%, 24%, 36%, 43%, and 76%
in patients with mixed lesion at 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 months,
respectively. At the beginning of RT, spinal deformity
(kyphosis) was seen in 7 patients (7%). New deformity
(kyphosis) occurred in 3 patients (3%) at 1 month after RT.
At the beginning of RT, 6, 64, 30 and 8 patients were >50%
collapse, <50% collapse, no collapse with >50% body
involved, and no collapse with ≤50% body involved, re-
spectively. The new VBC and progression of VBC, which
led to the increase in SINS scores, occurred in 5, and
7 patients, respectively after the initiation of RT until a

Table 1. Spinal Instability Neoplastic Score.

Score

Location
Junctional (occiput-C2, C7-T2, T11-L1, L5-S1) 3
Mobile spine (C3-C6, L2-L4) 2
Semirigid (T3-T10) 1
Rigid (S2-S5) 0

Paina

Yes 3
Occasional pain but not mechanical 1
Pain-free lesion 0

Bone lesion
Lytic 2
Mixed (lytic/blastic) 1
Blastic 0

Radiographic spinal alignment
Subluxation/translation present 4
De novo deformity (kyphosis/scoliosis) 2
Normal alignment 0

Vertebral body collapse
>50% collapse 3
<50% collapse 2
No collapse with >50% body involved 1
None of the above 0

Posterolateral involvement of spinal elementsb

Bilateral 3
Unilateral 1
None of the above 0

aPain improvement with recumbency and/or pain with movement/loading of
spine.
bFacet, pedicle, or costovertebral joint fracture or replacement with tumor.
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median of 1 month. At the beginning of RT, destruction of
posterolateral elements of the spine was seen in 32 patients
(30%), unilateral in 26 patients (24%) and bilateral in
6 patients (6%). In 9 patients, it was repaired by re-
calcification after RT.

Spinal Instability Neoplastic Score

Spinal instability neoplastic score was independently
evaluated by 2 experienced observers and consensus was
reached by discussion to determine the final score when
scores differed. The median SINS was 8 (range, 5-13) at the
beginning of RT. The number of patients of stable, po-
tentially unstable, and unstable were 19 (18%), 84 (78%),
and 5 (4%), respectively. There were 19 and 89 patients
with stable spine (< 7) and unstable spine (≥7),
respectively.

The number of patients with stable spine were 56 (52%), 54
(64%), 56 (80%), 49 (83%), and 42 (91%) at 1, 2, 3, 4, and
6 months after RT, respectively (Table 3). Patients with stable
spine remained so until the last follow-up. The score of SINS

increased in 5 patients (5%) due to the progression of the
collapse and/or occurrence of deformity.

The median SINS were 8, 6, 6, 5, 5, and 4 at the beginning
of RT and after 1, 2, 3, 4, and 6 months, respectively. This
suggested a significant decrease of SINS after RT compared to
that of before RT (P < .001) (Figure 3).

Univariate analysis revealed that VBC and PLISE were the
risk factors for potentially unstable/unstable spine at 1 month
(Table 4). Multivariate analysis revealed that PLISE (relative risk,
3.5; 95% confidence interval, 1.27 to 9.51; P < .05) was the only
risk factor for potentially unstable/unstable spine at 1 month. At
1 month, spinal instability was seen in 78% and 47% of the
patients with and without PLISE, respectively, and this was
significant (P < .01). Regression analysis was conducted on
“age,”" RT of BED10,” and “NRS,” resulting in coefficients of
determination (R2) of .00045, .0064, and .039, respectively.

Discussion

In this study, we first showed the over-time improvement of
spinal instability after RT, utilizing SINS. Precise assessment

Figure 2. Overall survival assessed by using the Kaplan-Meier method. (A) At 3 and 6 months after RT, the OS rates were 78% and 56%. (B)
At 3 and 6 months after RT, the OS rates were 86% and 79% in patients with stable spine and 76% and 51% in patients with unstable spine,
respectively, which was not significant.

Table 2. Bone Quality at the Vertebral Bone Metastases.

Before RT 1M 2 M 3M 4 M 6M

Lytic (n = 42) Lytic 36 18 4 3 2
Mixed 6 13 16 13 7
Blastic 0 0 3 3 6

Mixed (n = 46) Lytic 0 0 0 0 0
Mixed 44 27 21 15 5
Blastic 2 9 11 12 16

Blastic (n = 20) Blastic 20 17 15 13 10
Total 108 84 70 59 46

Table 3. The Change of Spinal Instability Neoplastic Score.

Before RT 1M 2 M 3M 4 M 6M

Stable (n = 14) Stable 14 11 10 10 8
Medium 0 0 0 0 0
Unstable 0 0 0 0 0

Medium (n = 64) Stable 25 32 34 30 25
Medium 38 23 10 6 2
Unstable 1 0 0 0 0

Unstable (n = 3) Stable 0 0 0 0 0
Medium 1 0 2 2 1
Unstable 2 2 0 0 0

Total 81 68 56 48 36
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of spinal instability is critical at the start of RT to evaluate the
effectiveness of RT as well as for deciding which patients
require surgical intervention.5,6 There are several tools for
evaluating the spinal instability.5,6 However, none of these
tools have been completely validated or widely used in a
clinical setting. Several studies utilizing Taneichi score re-
ported that among patients who were classified unstable prior
to RT, 17%–19% and 24%–32% of patients were classified as
stable at 3 and 6 months after RT, respectively.33,34 However,
this tool is limited to be utilized for lytic thoracolumbar lesion.
In this study, we decided to utilize SINS to evaluate over-time
instability after RT.

We first used SINS as an assessment tool for spinal in-
stability in the course of RT. Although only 18% of patients
were diagnosed with stable spines, its rate gradually increased
and 80% of the patients were diagnosed with stable spine at
3 months after RT and the SINS increased in only 4% of the
patients.

SINS was determined by the over-time antagonism be-
tween the improving factors (pain, BQ, and PLISE) and the
exacerbating factors (radiographic alignment and VBC). We
found that the value of the SINS decreased in many cases due
to the disappearance of pain and bone formation of the ver-
tebral body, even if vertebral body collapse or misalignment
occurs during the course. Mechanical pain at the metastatic
vertebrae can be a good indicator of spinal instability. Previous
studies showed that pain decreased in 71%–75% of patients at
3 months after RT.35,36 In this study, pain disappeared in 93%
of patients at 3 months after RT. In evaluating BQ, a lytic
lesionmeans there is a lack of mineralization, which is a strong
indicator of developing VBC. However, sclerotic changes
appear in irradiated vertebrae when RT has been effective.24-26

In this study, over time CT showed that re-ossification was
gradually obtained in the irradiated vertebrae; the rates of
achievement of blastic changes were 13% and 36% in patients
with lytic and mixed lesion at 3 months, respectively. Mul-
tivariate analysis revealed that PLISE was the only risk factor
for continuous potentially unstable/unstable spine at 1 month.

PLISE consists of the facet, pedicle, and costovertebral joint
and plays an important role in the stability of the vertebral
bone.11,12 Taneichi et al. reported that the risk factors for
vertebral body fractures were costovertebral joint destruction
in the thoracic region (T1-T10) and pedicle destruction in the
thoracolumbar and lumbar region (T10-L5) in patients with
lytic vertebral metastasis.32 In this study, destruction of
posterolateral elements of the spine was seen in 30% of pa-
tients, which would lead to the spinal instability. However, in
1 third of the patients, this was repaired by re-calcification
after RT. Therefore, clinicians should pay attention to not only
BQ and VBC but also PLISE.

It should be noted that exacerbating factors (radiographic
alignment and VBC) worsened the SINS over time after RT.
Radiographic spinal alignment is 1 of the most important
parameters indicating spinal instability.11,12 The subluxation
or translation had a score of 4, the highest score among SINS.
In this study, kyphosis developed in a total of 10% (7% at the
beginning of RT and 3% at 1 month after RT) of the patients.
Another worsening factor, VBC had already developed in
65% of patients at the start of RT and it was seen in an ad-
ditional 5% of patients until a median of 1 month. These
2 factors never improve by means of conservative treatment.
As a result of combining these 2 contradictory factors, SINS
led to significant improvement over time by disappearance of
pain and re-calcification, though VBC and malalignment
progressed in some patients. Therefore, SINS is also useful for
assessing spinal instability over time.

There are several limitations in this study. Since this
study is a retrospective study, no comparison was made
with surgical cases. In this study, 5 patients had spinal
instability (SINS≥13), though they need no surgery.
However, this can be because of the short prognosis of
patients with bone metastasis. Although percutaneous
minimally invasive techniques have developed for spinal
metastasis, their indication had not been established. Then,
it is impossible to discuss which cases can be treated
conservatively and which cases require surgery. In the
future, we think it is necessary to conduct a randomized
study to compare the treatment outcome of surgery and
conservative treatment to establish the standard treatment
for spinal instability (SINS≥13). Another limitation was
patients’ loss of follow-up. This is also reported in several
randomized studies evaluating the utility of RT for bone
metastasis. Hartsell reported that in a phase III randomized
study of comparing the effect of palliative RT with 8 Gy/
1 fraction and 30 Gy/10 fractions, 32% of patients were lost
or died before 3 months.34 Howell reported that in a
randomized study of comparing the effect of palliative RT
with 8 Gy/1 fraction and 30 Gy/10 fractions, 35% of pa-
tients were lost at 3 months.35 This is also common in the
study for patients with bone metastasis, given their rela-
tively short survival. As the other limitation of the study,
we did not evaluate the bone mineral density of the enrolled
patients before and after the treatment, the Body Mass

Figure 3. The median SINS at the beginning and after RT. The
median SINS significant decreased over time (P < .001).
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Index, the blood levels of vitamin D, parathyroid hormone,
and calcium. Furthermore, we do not routinely perform
MRI. Therefore, it is not possible to examine the associ-
ation of the cancer types (breast cancer, lung cancer, and
prostate cancer) and the nature of their bone metastasis.

Conclusions

In conclusion, although VBC and malalignment occur in some
irradiated vertebrae, improvement of pain and re-calcification
results in regaining spinal stability over time after RT. PLISE
was proven to be the risk factor for continuous spinal

instability. Therefore, clinicians should pay attention to not
only BQ and VBC but also PLISE.

Appendix

Abbreviations

BMAs Bone modifying agents
BQ Bone quality
CT Computed tomography
NRS Numerical rating scale
OS Overall survival
PLISE Posterolateral involvement of spinal elements

Table 4. Risk Factors for Spinal Instability at 1 Month After RT.

Covariates

Patients, No.

P-ValuePatients without Instability (n = 37) Patients with Instability (n = 52)

Age, years
<65 14 23
≥65 23 29 .66

Gender
Male 15 30
Female 22 22 .13

Primary cancer site
Lung 13 23
Others 24 29 .51

Radiation site
Cervical spine 3 7
Thoracic spine 13 23
Lumbar spine 21 22 .36

Chemotherapy after RT
Yes 24 31
No 13 21 .66

Bone modifying agent
Yes 33 48
No 4 4 .71

RT dose (BED10)
<39 11 3
≥39 26 49 .003

NRS
<4 18 20
≥4 19 32 .39

Bone quality
Lytic 14 27
Mixed or blastic 23 25 .20

Radiographic spinal alignment
Normal alignment 36 46
De novo deformity or subluxation/translation present 1 6 .23

Vertebral body collapse
No collapse 15 10
Collapse 22 42 .03

Posterolateral involvement of spinal elements
Bilateral/Unilateral 7 25
No involvement 30 27 .006
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RT Radiotherapy
SINS Spinal instability neoplastic score
VBC Vertebral body collapse
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